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中国是一 56 个民族组成的国家， 其中有 55 个少数民族。为了接受平等的教育

和日常交流，少数民族学生除了掌握自己本民族语言，国语-普通话也是必须掌

握的一门技能。因此，双语教育在我国有很重要的位置。其中，新疆维吾尔自治

区接受双语教育和实行双语教育的典型例子。自从 1990 年， 双语教育在新疆成

为了一个重要的话题。而且，双语教育在初中教育模式中比较突出和全面。所以

在本文，作者探讨维吾尔族双语教育在初中阶段的发展历程和模式。并且用调查

问卷和数据分析的方法来进一步突出和分析我国少数民族双语教育的特点。 

 

 

关键词：  双语教育  维吾尔族初中双语教育模式  少数民族 
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Abstract 

 

There are fifty-six nations in China with fifty- five ethnic minorities. For the reason of 

education, equality, and daily communication , ethnic minorities not only master their 

mother tongue, but they also master the language of Mandarin. Therefore，bilingual 

education plays a significant role in our country. Moreover, Xinjiang Uyghur 

Autonomous Region is a typical example when it comes tofor implementing bilingual 

education. Xinjiang contains more than forty ethnic minorities among whomwhere 

bilingual education has been a popular topic since 1990. PBesides , patterns of 

bilingual education in junior high schools have been implemented comprehensively . 

Thus , in this paper , the author will discuss the patterns of bilingual education in 

junior high school for Uyghur students and using data collectedion from 

questionnaires and tests to analyze the characteristics of bilingual education for ethnic 

minorities in China. 

 

Keywords: bilingual education     patterns of bilingual education in junior high 

school for Uyghur    ethnic minority 
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I. Introduction  

 

1.1 Background of Study  

 

China has fifty sixfifty-six ethnic groups with more than sixty languages. Xinjiang 

Uyghur Autonomous Region, located in the northwest of China, is a multilingual 

place whose majority population is comprised of minoritiesy. The population of this 

region stands at over twenty million and represents more than forty ethnic minorities. 

Uyghur and Kazak, constitute about sixty percent of the total population. The Han 

Chinese population in Xinjiang today has increased to forty percent, compared to six 

percent in 1949. According to regulation of the “ Constitution of the People’s 

Republic of China” and  the “ local constitution of Xinjiang Uyghur autonomous 

region,”, the government advocates that Chinese, Uyghur , Kazak, Mongol, and 

Kyrgyz are the formal languages in Xinjiang. Five languages are used in broadcasts 

and publications, and four are used in television .(新疆历史，2013). Moreover, 
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Chinese national education policy enables children to learn their own mother tongue 

in school and also requires that they learn the national language : Mandarin. Until the 

late 1990s, ethnic minorities’ mother tongues were used as the language of 

instructions in schools where Mandarin was taught as one of many subjects. After 

attempting to teach all subjects in Mandarin, the Xinjiang Regional Education Bureau 

introduced a new bilingual education in 2002, requiring that Mandarin becomes the 

language of instruction with minorities’ mother tongue taught instead as a subject. 

Therefore, bilingual education becomes a competitive and popular topic in Xinjiang.  

 

Junior high school is a typical example of bilingual education whereinand patterns of 

bilingual education determines success or failure of education. Furthermore, some 

schools in Xinjiang claim that they are bilingual , however the changes they made 

include adding four or five Mandarin cClasses each week or teaching all classes in 

Chinese without any preparatory practice. The schools deem themselves bilingual 

schools, but this is simply more than the nationality regulation for Mandarin courses 

or purely Han education. Such is not a real system of bilingual education and neglects 

the real meaning of “bilingual.” Speaking from personal experience, after learning 

Chinese in addition to our mother tongue, when we try to comprehend the world 

around us and express ourselves in our first language we find difficulty in what was 

once easy. With this in mind,  bilingual education for junior high school is discussed 

in this paper.  

 

1.2  Significance of Study 

Teaching language is the core of knowledge acquisition. Therefore, what kind of 

language teachers use in the classroom and what kind of language is adopted in the 

textbooks plays a significant role into developing education for every country and 

citizen .(马戎. 2008).  
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According to personal experience and investigation , the author finds that there is a 

lack of suitable bilingual education models for ethnic minority students in junior high 

school , which restricts them from developing acquisition of both their mother tongue 

and a second language acquisition at the same time. Thus , in this paper, the author 

attemptstends to find a better model for ethnic minorities in an effort toto make up for 

the limitation of previous study in this area and put forthward suggestions for 

bilingual education for ethnic minorities in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region.  

 

1.3 Structure of Thesis 

I divide my whole paper into five chapters. In the second chapter, -literature review ,， 

I will provide agive the definition of bilingual education, bilingualism, and patterns of 

bilingual education in Junior High School among Uyghur students. Besides this , I 

will also present and make comparisons between bilingual education in China and 

other countries such as Singapore and Canada . The third chapter is about 

methodology and research design. NextMoreover, in the fourth chapter, I will analyze 

and discuss the result of my research and put forthward certain suggestions. At last ,, I 

will make conclusions fromfor my thesis. 
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II. Literature Review 

In this chapter, definition of bilingual education and bilingualism are given. Besides , 

the author reviews the previous study in patterns of bilingual education for junior high 

school in Xinjiang. Additionally , bilingual education in Singapore and Canada are 

also discussed , which can highlight the definition of bilingual education . Then , the 

author summarizes the limitation of previous studies and puts forward research 

questions.  

2.1 Bilingual Education  

Bilingual education has been developing throughout the world for a long time. An 

increasing number of countries have implemented bilingual and multilingual 

education in their educational systems. Jim Cummins believed that from the 

beginning of human society, additional language acquisition has always been 

considered to be athe characteristics of intelligent and elite groups. [Armstrong, D, 

Henson, K, savage, T.1994)]. As a matter of fact , almost every educational system in 

the world tends to teach a second or third language. Such and it has been a so 

common trend during the last thirty years. Nowadays , bilingual schools not only 

providesatisfies the bilingual students with advanced education , but they also helps 

monolingual students to diversify their own language and culture. 

 

Bilingual education refers to an educational system that is applied for teaching 

academic content in two languages  wherein, one is the mother tongue and another is 

a second language which is used in consistence with national education systems or 

program models.  

 

Teng Xing, an expert of bilingual education in China, regarded bilingual education as 

a simultaneous conduct and a stage of education for the first language and second 

Отформатировано: Цвет шрифта: Авто
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language where the learners can acquire both languages at one time. ( Xing T,2001).  

 

He claimed that bilingual education is an integrated form under the conditions of 

simultaneous conduct of education in two different languages rather than a 

mechanical addition from one language to another. Besides , bilingual education is 

considered to beas qualified education which is delivered in two languages 

( Brisk,1998).  

 

In the academic range of the world, some scholars doubt whether students will be 

benefited from bilingual education. In America, a multi-race and multilingual country, 

some experts believe that learning in one’s first language can improve students’their 

self-esteem and help them understand the essence of own culture. The NABE 

( Nnational Aassociation of Bbilingual Eeducation) in America also advocated that 

bilingual education is an instructional approach to using a child’s mother tongue to 

make instruction meaningful. ToIn some extent, it offers equal education so that 

students will keep in accordance with the pace of development and will not fall 

behind academically of the age due to the language barrier. ( liqingxing, 2005). 

 

2.2. Bilingualism 

 Bilingualism is influenced by a variety of factors as a universal social phenomenon 

and has various characteristics because ofdue to the differences in different varying 

societal environments. Those who can master two languages are called bilingual 

people, while the use. And using of two different languages is called bilingualism. 

Bilinguals know more than one language in different degrees and use them for a 

variety of purposes. ( Mackey, 1968). More than half of the world's population is 

bilingual or multilingual: "56% of Europeans are bilingual, while 38% of the 

Отформатировано: Цвет шрифта: Авто

Отформатировано: Цвет шрифта: Авто
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population in Great Britain, 35% in Canada, and 17% in the United States are 

bilingual" (Multicultural America: A Multimedia Encyclopedia, 2013). 

 

Bloomfield ( 1933) thought that when a person masters a second language as much as 

that language’s like native speakers and gainsin addition to fluency in his or her 

mother tongue , it means that there exists bilingualism within such a person. 

 

Traditionally , bilingualism is only defined as to be fluencyt in two languages . 

However, nowadays , it refers to being proficient, as opposed to fluent, in two 

languages. Second language acquisition requires to mastering the language in regards 

to listening, speaking, writing, and reading . Moreover, bilingualism is arbitrary and 

natural in its usage rather than a settled language phenomenon. ( Mackey, 1968). For 

example, when one bilingual person wants to express one word , it comes naturally to 

his mind in one certain language and sometimes together in two languages comes 

together. Such aThat person does not know when the bilingualism occurs orand how 

to control it. 

2.3  Bilingual Education in Xinjiang 

In the very beginningAt the start of 2002, the implementation of bilingual education 

in Xinjiang was pretty slowslow. Due In the south part of Xinjiang such as Kashgar , 

Hoten , because to the limited number of the few numbers of minority teachers with 

perfect Mandarin skills, the mother tongue continued to be the central language of 

instructions in bilingual schools located in southern parts of Xinjiang, such as in 

Kashgar and Hoten. However, Mmandarin was implemented quite well in minority 

schools with more qualified teachers located in urban cities likeke Urumqi with more 

qualified teachers. Therefore , in order to improve the quality of bilingual schools , 

government officials began to assign capable minority teachers to rural schools. In 

2005, the Regional Education Bureau announced again that all minority schools 
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throughout Xinjiang must use Mandarin Chinese as the language of instruction in 

accordance with policy requirements. After the announcement and implementation of 

thisthis policy, bilingual education has experienced a heightened sense of urgency in 

every area of Xinjiang, and the number of qualified teachers increased gradually as a 

result bilingual education is paid more attention by every area of Xinjiang and the 

number of qualified teachers increased gradually.（素探析，2015）.5） For example, 

since 2007 in Yining City Uyghur and Kazak students are required to take all courses 

in Mandarin from grade one and will learn basic skills in their mother tongue from 

grade three. This, which means that Mmandarin Chinese became the main language of 

instruction from primary school. In addition,Besides , from 2009, schools in Urumqi 

and other cities use Mandarin as the language of instruction and the mother tongue 

will be delivered two or three hours per week as a subject. In such a circumstances, 

the education authority in Xinjiang regarded the usage of Mandarin as the main 

language of instruction as “bilingual education,” and they require minority teachers 

not to use their mother tongue in their classes apart from ethnic language lessonsesson. 

However, this kind of patterns placesut great pressure on minority students to 

comprehend Mandarin Chinese and their mMother tongue oin the same level . 

Therefore, new bilingual patterns were introduced in jJunior hHigh sSchools. ( David 

Strawbridge). 

 

There are three patterns of bilingual education in jJunior high schools. 

 

First model: aAll classes are taught in the mother tongue and Mandarin Chinese is 

taught as an additional classadd Chinese class.  

This model is the traditional one, and it is now less popular given the difficulty some 

students experienced while attempting to attain proficiency in Mandarin.because it is 

hard to achieve the goal that every student can be proficient in Mandarin. With the 

improvement of bilingual education in Xinjiang , this model might be replaced by 
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other models for the reason of enhancing second language ability.  

 

Second model : aAll classes are taught in Mandarin Chinese and ethnic minority 

languages are taught in an additional class two to three times a week. 

add ethnic minority classes twice or three times a week.  

 

Third model : sSciencee courses and foreign language courses are taught in Mandarin , 

whereas arts are taught in the mother tongue. and t There is also an additional 

Mandarin class. 

From 2004 , this model also has been implemented by the majority of schools and 

becacome the primary step of bilingual education. Characteristic of this model is that 

art classes are delivered in the mother tongue whileand science courses are taught in 

Mandarinin Chinese. Besides , open foreign language classes are offered from grade 

one in junior high school. Professor Ma Rong considered this model is mostre 

appropriate for ethnic minority students. 

 

Forth model: aAll classes are delivered in Mandarin.  

This model is completelytotally the same with thewith Han educational system, and 

ethnic minorities acquire knowledge in Han schools. In fact, it is not in the range of 

bilingual education . However, statistics shows that 11% of Uyghur students accept 

this kind of education in jJunior high school. If we were to addadding the number of 

or senior high school students, it would be a largethis number would increase, s. So it 

(徐思益，2006, 魏炜，2012）. 
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2.4 Bilingual Education Policy in Singapore 

 There are  mainly three main ethnic groups in Singapore:, Chinese , Malays, and 

Indians , taking up 77%, 14% and 8% respectively. These percentages of them have 

remained stable since the 1900s. (Chua,1964). After Singapore gained independence 

from Britain in 1959, Singapore became an officially multilingual state , selecting 

English, Mandarin Chinese, Tamil, and Malay asto be the official languages. English 

is determined to be the “working language” of Singapore for inter-ethnic 

communication, while the other three official languages are regarded as “mother 

tongues” of the major ethnic minorities. However,  after gaining self-rule in 1965, no 

ethnic Chinese in Singapore spoke Mandarin as their prominent home language . In 

addition, only 60% of Indians spoke Tamil as their mother tongue and only Malays 

spoke Malay as their mother tongue in Singapore. ( Afendras and Kuo , 1980). 

 

From 1966, students can acquire education through any one of the four official 

languages –, English, Mandarin , Malay orand Tamil –, but they had to learn English 

as a subject in schools that did not use English in their primary instructionthe non- 

English-instruction schools. (Yip, Eng and Yap 1990). Then, the government required 

all schools to teach math and science in English from first grade. By 1979, parents 

stopped enrolling their children in Tamil, Malay, and Chinese -medium schools. As a 

result, Chinese , Tamil, and Malay -medium enrollment fell down to 10% of the 

entering cohort. Because of that reasonThus, the Singaporean government modified 

their bilingual education policy: all students are required to learn English , but at the 

same time they have tomust reach proficiency in their “ mother tongue language” 

level of proficiency: Mandarin for Chinese , Malay for Malays, and Tamil for Indians. 

174). 
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2.5 Canadian Immersion Program in Bilingual Education  

Canada is a multicultural country with 500 years of history andwith a vast number of 

immigrants. ThisA wide range of immigrants promotes the cultural development of 

Canada. AdditionallyBesides, language is the carrier of culture, so where there is 

culture, there is language. In order to develop harmoniously , the Canadian 

government has also implemented a bilingual educational system. The most 

impressive and efficient pattern is Canada’s “ iImmersion bilingual education”,” ，

which was carried by Quebec and spread throughout Canada, after which it reached as 

well as to Australia, Japan, Swedenish, Ireland, and moreetc. Thus , this model 

became the typical pattern ofin bilingual education.（热孜宛古丽，2004）. 

 

The iImmersion program in bilingual education refers to a kind of educational model 

wherein that thepeople use second language is used as the main official language of 

instruction rather than their mother tongue. In 1965, one research group hleaded by St. 

Lambert carried out immersion bilingual education on twenty-six26 children in 

kindergarten. These children’s mother tongue was English and their target language 

was French. More importantly , their teacher was a native French speaker who also 

mastered in English, but the teacher neithery did not corrected students’ mistakes 

immediately nor spoke English in class, which reduced the translational bilingual 

education ( translate French into English ). In this way , children couldan gain the 

essence of French. Besidess , teachers did not correct students’ mistakes immediately 

and thereby created a wonderful language environment for them. Many parents across 

the country came to embrace these goals. Immersion programs in Canada are also 

available in other languages besides French are also available in Canada, such as, for 

example, Ukrainian, German, Polish, Cree, Hewbrew, and Mandarin. (Lambert & 
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2.6 Summary  

Implementing bilingual education is thethe need of development , the tool of 

communication, and the process of cultivating high -quality students. From the 

perspective of whole world, bilingual education has been developinged rapidly and 

comprehensively in multicultural countries like Singapore and Canada since the 

recent  half of the last century. Therefore , applying their essence of bilingual 

education will play a significant role in developingto bilingual education in our 

country. 

 

Comparing bilingual education in Xinjiang with Canada and Singapore , there are 

some differences. 

 

Firstly, the difference in ability of bilingual teachers-bilingual education in Singapore 

relies on foreign teachers and teaching counselors. Canada advocated that when the 

teaching target is in French , instructiont must be delivered by a native French speaker 

who has also mastereds in English as well as French, which is in accordance with the 

requirement of bilingual education.  Data shows that 70% of teachers are 

French-Canadian and others are native Canadian who are also proficient in French 

and understand the culture of French. Therefore , what kind of language they use , it is 

easy for them to communicate with students and guide them correctly in the language 

they use. However, in Xinjiang , teachers lack of language ability. Minority teachers 

aredo not fluent in Chinese, and or Han teachers do not master in Uyghur, which 

meansakes students are unable tocannot communicate properly with teachers when 

problem.  

 

Secondly, there is a lack of language environment in Xinjiang. From the perspective 

of the immersion program in Canada, they pay more attention to communication and 
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practice of language. The purpose of teaching is the cultivation of language ability, 

and usage of language is the cultivation of communication. So Canada provides an 

perfect environment for students who are learning a second language in the same way 

that they provide ans environment for the first language. However, in Xinjiang, 60% 

of students lack of such environment where they can communicate with Han , thus 

they lack of confidence when they speak Mandarin. 

 

Thirdly, Singapore teaches students in accordance with their own aptitude and allows 

forlet students to choose suitable patterns for themselves. However, although there are 

different models of bilingual education in Xinjiang , students choose what model they 

are taught it according tothem with the requirement of school, s not because it is 

suitable for their needsm. 

 

Furthermore , in previous studiesy,  although scholars did research on models of 

bilingual education in Xinjiang , they only just discussed about them in terms of paper 

analysis , which resulted in lack of evidence that proved which model is the most 

suitable or rational for ethnic minorities in Xinjiang. Therefore, in the third and fourth 

chapter , I will analyze three patterns of bilingual education using data collected 

through tests and questionnaires . 

 

2.7  Research Question  

In this paper , the author intends to find a suitable model of bilingual education which 

allowslet ethnic minorities to be proficient both in their mother tongue and in the 

second language, which in Xinjiang is  -Mandarin in Xinjiang. In order to comeget a 

better conclusionresult, three questions below needs to be discussed:.  

1. What method can be used to prove which method is most suitable for students in 
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jJunior hHigh school? 

2. Why is the choice model of instruction that will be chosen is to be considered as 

the better model? 

3. Is this model widely acknowledged by the public and government ? 

 

 

III. Research Design and Methodology  

 

3.1 Participants  

 

Forty students from Shu Lle Experimental Middle School and twenty students from 

Ba Yi Middle School participated inattended athe test thatwhich determinedproves 

their level of proficiency in their mother tongue, -Uyghur, and in their sSecond 

language, - Mandarin . They are all grade two students, and their academic behaviors 

are at the same level. SBesides , students from Ba Yi Middle school are taught in the 

second model where all classes are delivered in Mandarin with their mother tongue 

taught as an additional classand add mother tongue class. Twenty students from Shu 

Le Experimental Middle School are taught in the first model where all classes are 

taught in their mother tongue and Mandarin is taught as an additional class. add 

twenty students are taught in third model wherein sciences are taught usingin 

and arts are taught usingin the mother tongue. Two teachers were responsible for 

invigilating the process of the test. 

Sixty students took part in the questionnaire. They were taught in different models in 

junior high school and each twenty of them were from the same background.  
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3.2 Settings  

 

Ba Yi middle school is one of the best Han schools in Shu Le , Xinjiang . From 2003, 

it has been widely implementing bilingual education for ethnic minoritiesy widely and 

now hasit becomes the only school in Xinjiang where the second pattern ofin 

bilingual education described here has experienced get great success.  

 

Shu Le Experimental Middle Sschool is one of the best bilingual schools in Xinjiang 

where the first and third models of bilingual education described here have been 

implemented since the school was established. Asiye , the teacher who took part in the 

test referenced in this research, is an outstanding Uyghur class teacher  who , 

graduated from MUC ( Minzu University of China ). TTeacher Bumeryem is a 

Chinese teacher who has learned in Han schools sincefrom primary school.  

 

3.3 Research Design  

Comparisons and questionnaires were used in the study . Two tests (one is in Uyghur, 

the other and another is in Chinese ) were designed for sixty students from different 

backgrounds to show the students’ abilitystudy degree in Mandarin and Uyghur . In 

addition , eight questions were designed for college students who were taught in 

varyingdifferent models of bilingual education in junior high school to gatheret not 

only their opinions about towards bilingual education but also  and know their 

degree of language acquisition .  

 

Comparing the performance of students from three different models of bilingual 
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education, we can to reveal one proper model wherein students could acquire 

proficiency in both their mother tongue and a second language well. Moreover , there 

are three reasons behind why the questionnaire was designed . Firstly,  get to know 

the influence of bilingual education in junior high schools onto the development of 

Uyghur students in their life after junior high school. Secondly , to further study 

further whether theirir condition is in accordance with otherthe studentss who are in 

junior high school and to prove prove the model which model was chosen from the 

test result is proper for ethnic minorities from the test resulty. And tThirdly , get to 

gather minority students’ opinionsknow their opinion towards the three models of 

bilingual education.  

 

3.4 Measurement Data Ccollection   

 

There areT two tests were designed for students: o. One is in Mandarin and the 

another one is in Uyghur. The full mark is one hundred respectively. Every exam is 

divided into four parts : Llistening (20) , Reading (35), Writing (15), and Speaking 

(20). Questions in the test were adopted from junior high schools’ test book , students’ 

mid-term, and students’ final exam. Forty minutes were given for them to complete 

listening , reading, and writing parts followed by ten minutes for the oral portion. and 

ten minutes for oral part.  

 

Scores in the oral portionart and writing were given according to the students’ 

vocabulary , pronunciation , grammar , coherency, and fluency . Each student 

received a score ofgot 0 to 100 in the exam.  
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3.5 Data Analysis  

Test results were analyzed according to students’ average scores. Calculating every 

twenty students’  average grade in Mandarin and Uyghur tests to make 

comparisoncompare between the three models of bilingual education in jJunior high 

schools. Additionally, for questionnaires there were two steps. Firstly, we made 

conclusions fromin every answer of multiple choice questions that students in one 

group chose. Secondly , we calculated and analyzed overall statistics to gather get 

opinions from students.  
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IV. Data Analysis and Discussion  

4.1 Analysis of Mandarin and Uyghur Tests  

The fFirst part of Table 4.1 shows that in the Mandarin test, students who received 

education in the second model of bilingual education hadgot the highest scores while 

students who received educationclasses in the first model hadgot lower scores. 

Meanwhile, the gap between scores from students of the second model and the third 

model was not pretty largelarge, which means that the Mandarin level of students who 

are taught in the third model is the same with those students who are taught in the 

second model.  

 

Second part of Table 4.1 revealslieves that students taught from the in first model had 

high proficiency level in their mother tongue, while students who acquire knowledge 

from thein second model failed in theirin mother tongue . Among them, three students 

only scored got twenty20 points. Same as the Mandarin test , students ofin the third 

model almost had pretty closethe same level of proficiency as students of thein first 

model.   

 

In generalgeneral, , from the analysis we can see that students in the third model 

performed better in Mandarin and Uyghur tests than students in the first or and second 

models.  

 

Table 4.1 Average Sscore of Chinese and Uyghur Ttests for Sstudents 

First  

model(Mandarin) 

80.2 First model(Uyghur) 91.35 
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4.2  Analysis of Questionnaire  

It is clearly see from Pie Chart 4.1 that 3.23% students are freshmen , 4.84% are 

sophomores, 32.26% are juniors , 54.84% are seniors and 4.84% are masters or office 

workers. People who were taught in these three models of bilingual education in 

junior high school took the same percentage.  

 

Chart 4.1 

 

27.74% people claimed that they have very high fluencylevel in Chinese , and among 

them 15.23% of them are those who received education from thein second model. and 

12.51% of them were taught using thein third model. Additionally, 39.03% students 

said their proficiency inlevel in Chinese is high, and the rate of students in the second 

and third models was almost the same . Yet, , but only 7.35% students who were 

3,23

4,84

32,26

54,48

4,84

Freshmen sophomore junior senior masteror others

Second model  90.26 Second model  45.3 

Third model  88.35 Third model 89.45 
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taught using thein first model felt thought they hadve high proficiencylevel in Chinese. 

However, 33.23% of them presented that they have a moderate proficiencyok level in 

Mandarin where 29.2% of people were those who learned all classes in Uyghur with 

anand added Mandarin class , while only 4.03% of them received their education in 

the second model. (C chart 4.2).  

 

Chart 4.2 

 

Chart 4.3 illustrates that 19.68 % of students just can just read and speak Uyghur . 

24.19% of them can read  and, write Uyghur,  although they are not very fluent. 

29.03% of them do not have problems within writing and reading and writing in 

Uyghur, but they said that they would have big problems in academic learning if all 

classes were taught in the mother tongue. And 27.01% of them are fluent in their 

mother tongue, although they do not have high proficiencylevel in Mandarin . 

Surprisingly , those who just can just read and speak their mother tongue are also 

those people who were taught using thein second model for bilingual education.  and 

tMeanwhile, those who have average skills in their mother tongue were those who 

received instruction from the third model for bilingual education. In a word , from 

27,74

39,03

33,23

very high level high level OK
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cCharts 4.2 and 4.3 we can conclude that people who received education using thein 

third model wherein- arts are taught in the mother tongue and science classes are 

taught in Mandarin develop both their first and second language better than those who 

received instruction in either the first or the second model in first and second model.  

 

 

Chart 4.3 

 

 

For the question ofthat whether studentsthey have problems in their second language 

– Mandarin – in college life, -Mandarin in college life. 63.55% of people said no , 

25.16% said sometimes and 11.29% of them said yes. Among respondentsthem , 

peoplethose who said yes are almost entirely of those who received bilingual 

educationwere in the first model . FBesides , for the question that “ Wwould you have 

any problem if every class is taught in Uyghur now?”, all students who were taught in 

second model said yes. Fromor these two questions , it is obvious to conclude that 

most students who received education from thein third model have problems neither 

have problem in Mandarin , nor their mother tongue.  

19,68

24,19

27,01

29,03

just can read and speak can read and write fluent in Uyghur not very fluent
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Moreover , forty- five students supported the third model wherein - art classes are 

taught in the mother tongue and science classes are taught in Mandarin. There are 

several reasons why they prefer like thise model.  

 

Firstly , in our daily life we can not avoid being exposed neither toto Mandarin nor to 

our mand Mother tongue. In our country, the majority of books including text books 

are in Mandarin, and Chinese is our official language . Therefore , it is necessary to 

learn Chinese for our development in academic success. However , a student’s mother 

tongue has a profound effect in cognitive ability and our communication, thus 

learning Mandarin and the mother tongue at the same rate is crucial to educational 

development for ethnic minoritiesy.  

 

Secondly , they think their proficiency in their mlevel in Mother tongue is not worse 

than those who learned had allall classes in Uyghur, and their Chinese ability is also at 

the same level with the students who hadlearned all their classes in Mandarin. 

Additionally, they said bilingual education should ask students to learn first and 

second languages equally, thereby making the and third model of bilingual 

iseducation the most suitable pattern for ethnic minoritiesy.  

Thirdly , some presume that although students hardly have difficulties in Mandarin , 

there would be misunderstanding in lexicons in art classes. So it is better to learn art 

classes in one’s mother tongue. Furthermore, this model can help improve both a 

student’s Chinese and mother tongue efficiently .   

 

Fifteen students favor the first and second models. Those who support the second 

model said that it would be better to learn Mandarin fluently in junior high school , 

then there would be no difficulties in college. While those who support the first model 
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thought junior high school is an incredibly significant step of developing language 

ability, sothus if students are could not able to learn their mother tongue , they would 

forget it easily because after junior school they have hardly get receive any more 

exposure to their mother tongueexposed to mother tongue in school life after junior 

high school.  

4.3  Summary  

This chapter showed the result of the tests in Chinese and mother tongue for junior 

high school students. Besides , according to the data analysis of the questionnaires 

and test results, it is obvious that students who acquired education from thein third 

model of bilingual education have equal ability in Chinese and Uyghur than students 

who were taught in the first and second models. However, students ofin the second 

level have high fluencylevel in Chinese but can hardly can read or write write or read 

Uyghur. Conversely, s and students of thein first model have the lowest fluencypoorer 

level in Chinese among students of the three models.than other two models. To some 

extent, the third model can help students improve their skills in their mother tongue 

and a second language atin an equal level. 

V. Conclusion  

In this chapter , the reason, summary , and limitations of the study are illustrated 

alongside suggestions for future study. and suggestions for the future study are 

illustrated.  

5.1 Reason of Study  

With the improvement of education , bilingual education has gradually turnedbeen 

turned gradually into a pure Han educational system, which lets students forget their 

own mother tongue. Or it has stayed like thestayed in traditional education system : 

pure mother tongue education, which brings ethnic minorities difficulty in their 
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academic life because most classes in high school and college are taught in Mandarin 

in high school and college. However, bilingual education requires studentspeople to 

obtain a proficiency in both be proficient both in their mother tongue and a second 

language . T, thus , a suitable model should be implemented among ethnic minority 

groups. Therefore, in this paper , the author discussed three models of bilingual 

education and chose a suitable pattern  from data analysis and test results.  

 

5.2 Summary of Study  

Bilingual education plays a significant role for ethnic minorities in Xinjiang. From the 

lack of teaching ability , the nuanced environment, and the imbalance of 

comprehensive development between urban and rural areas to the comprehensive 

development in every aspect , there has been great success in patterns of bilingual 

education. Following itsthe merits , the implementation of bilingual educationit also 

has its certainbrings certain problems, such as students of the in first model who can 

not be fluent in Mandarin or students of thein second model who ignore the learning 

theirof mother tongue. After analyanalyzingsis and comparingison of  the tests 

designed for junior high school students and the questionnaire for college 

studentsfellow who experienced one of the three models in their junior high school 

experience , it is found that the third model is a better choice to improve both mother 

tongue and second language acquisition.  

 

5.3 Limitations of Study  

There are some limitations of this study which need to be pointed out. 

Firstly , in the third chapter: Research Design and Methodology, the two tests and one 

questionnaire that were designed for sixty students respectively to compare three 
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models of bilingual education in junior high schools areis only a short-sighted way to 

prove the better model . Secondly , because the three models have not yet 

implemented in the same schools , thus students who took part in the test came from 

two schools . AdditionallyAdditionally, , there were lack of face to face 

communication between students and class observation. 

 

5.4  Suggestions fFor Future Study 

Firstly , in thise study , there were only sixty students attended the test , meaning the 

conclusion drawn from this small sample size may not be significant.which leads the 

conclusion might not be significant. Therefore, iIn order to strengthenmake the 

conclusion more convincing , more students from varyingin different areas should be 

selected and tested.  

 

Secondly, in thise study , there was aere lack of face to face communication between 

students and teachers. IBesides , it was difficult hard to observe the teaching 

environment , teaching ability, and teaching method in addition toor the students’ 

attendance in class by the author herself, thereby resulting in the conclusion on the 

status of bilingual education outlined in this paper as not so comprehensive. which 

caused the status of bilingual education could not be so comprehensive. Therefore, in 

order to make the paper more significantly accurate , the author should attend and 

observe classes at least from three weeks to one month.  
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Appendix A  Questionnaire 

维吾尔族大学生对双语教育的看法 

亲爱的同学，想听听您对双语教育的看法。请您抽出几分钟的时间看看哦！ 

1.你所在的年级： 

A.大一 

B.大二 

C.大三 

D.大四 

E.大五 

F. 其他（硕士或上班族） 

 

2.在初中你接受的教育模式 

A.全用母语上课加汉语课程 

B.全用汉语上课（民考汉） 

C.理科用汉语，文科用母语上课 

D.所有课程用汉语加母语课 

E.其他 

 

3.你的汉语水平 

A 很高 

B.高 

C.可以 

D.差 
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4.你的母语水平 

A.只会说 

B.会读不会写 

C.会读会写，但不算很好 

D. 读写说完全没问题。不过在学业上的水平远远不如汉语水平 

E. 不管交流还是学业，水平相当不错 

 

5.大学学习生活中你有汉语上的困难吗？ 

A.没有 

B.偶尔有 

C.有 

 

6.要是现在把所有课程用母语上你会有困难吗 

A.平时交流那么困难，上课肯定会有困难 

B.虽然不如用汉语上课有效，但是可以接受 

C.会有一点困难但问题不大 

D.不会有困难 

E. 不知道 

 

7.在初中教育模式中，你最支持哪一种类型： 

A.所有课程用汉语 

B.所有课程用母语加汉语课程 

C.所有课程用汉语加母语课 

D.理科用汉语，文科用母语 

 

8.对于第七题所选的题目，请您说明理由： 
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